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Greetings everyone,
The winds of winter are upon us, even though it is still fall. The time is changing back to Standard
Time meaning we no longer have to go to work at “o’dark hundred” and Thanksgiving is just a few
weeks away. Hopefully you are all thankful for a safe and prosperous summer. I am thankful that I
live in this great country, that we can choose what career we want to pursue and yes, I have one of
those “Make America Great Again” hats!
The winter convention is being held at Kearney on February 8 & 9, 2018, and I think PSAN should
take this opportunity to appoint a committee to do a feasibility study of digitizing all county surveying
records so that they could be put online with the intention of funding and implementing said project.
That’s my opinion, what’s yours? Please contact me by e-mail at Lschroeder@cableone.net
From the desk of the Publication Committee Chairman
LaVern F. Schroeder

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Issue
Winter (printed copy)
Spring (pdf on website)
Summer (printed copy)
Fall (pdf on website)
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Material Cutoff
January 1
April 1
July 1
October 1

Publication
February 1
May 1
August 1
November 1
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3RD ANNUAL
Send me your best land surveying related photo and you could have it on the front cover of the Winter
2018 The Nebraska Surveyor issue
Guidelines:
Must be a digital photo in a JPEG format
Must include your name & a short description of the photo
Must be taken in Nebraska
Must be a PSAN Member to be eligible
1st Place will have their photo on the front cover of the Winter 2018 newsletter
2nd & 3rd Place winners will have their photos appear inside of the Winter 2018 newsletter
All 3 top Place winners will have their photos displayed at the PSAN Winter Convention.
The photos will be sold at the auction to raise money for Scholarships.
Deadline: November 27, 2017
Send to: Editor Sandy Maillie at Lschroeder@cableone.net
PSAN reserves the right to print all the photos entered in The Nebraska Surveyor and/or post on the PSAN website (with appropriate credit).
Prize:
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The Land Surveyor’s Guide to the Supreme Court of Nebraska
Chapter 30 – Bridenbaugh v Bryant (1907)
In several cases that we have previously reviewed, the Court had occasion to examine original
PLSS boundary evidence, and to determine what represented the best evidence of the actual location of
the corner or line in dispute, as it had been originally established by the GLO, so the proposition that
the location originally established on the ground is always the controlling location was well settled by
this point in time. In such cases, as we have already repeatedly seen, conflicts typically arose when a
resurvey was done, in which documentary evidence was given priority over physical and testimonial
evidence of original corner and line locations, with the result that long accepted original boundary locations, the direct evidence of which had faded or disappeared with the passage of time, were ignored and
effectively relocated. The Court had consistently disapproved such procedures on the part of both
county surveyors and others who performed early resurveys, instead upholding the physical and testimonial evidence of original boundary locations presented in those instances as primary and superior to
the documentary evidence employed in such resurveys, therefore surveys that were based on measurements typically controlled only in the absence of stronger evidence. Only rarely however, had the Court
been required to adjudicate disputes in which multiple surveys had been done, and even in those few
controversies involving more than one survey, such as the Woods and Egan cases, the various surveys
were usually each based upon a substantially different set of conditions, so the results were not directly
comparable. In the far more common boundary dispute scenario, only one survey was presented as evidence, and the party contesting the survey typically relied either primarily or solely upon testimonial
evidence, in their effort to prove that the physical boundary evidence existing on the ground was superior to the resurveyed location, rather than obtaining a competing survey of their own. The Court had
proven to be quite receptive to such boundary evidence, and highly appreciative of it's value, even
when contradicted by a resurvey, and as we have noted, the Court had even allowed the statute of limitations, in the form of adverse possession, to become a very popular means of protecting long established boundaries, in situations where the passage of time had resulted in the loss of the original monuments supporting such locations. As our present case indicates however, some surveyors of this era evidently failed to realize that physical and testimonial evidence of original boundary locations had been
judicially approved as primary and controlling, or they were simply determined to execute their resurveys in an independent manner, choosing to rely solely upon documentary evidence, though without
authorization to do so. The case we are about to review provides an outstanding example of the best
means of responding to such a resurvey, due to the presence of a land owner who was evidently wise
enough to recognize that the appropriate way to overcome an improper or inaccurate resurvey is simply
to obtain a resurvey which is capable of controlling and prevailing, because it properly honors the best
available boundary evidence.
1890 – A road was built on the quarter section line running east and west through a certain Section 16 in
Dixon County, in a township which had been subdivided and platted by the GLO in 1858. The settlement of this general area had begun shortly after the GLO survey, so by the time of the construction of
the road in question many local boundaries had long been effectively perpetuated and physically established by improvements that had been built within the township, although when any of the particular
properties in this area were patented or first occupied is unknown.
1893 – Who owned the land in Section 16 at this time is unknown, but Dixon, the county surveyor, was
evidently called upon to identify or mark all of the originally monumented corners of Section 16, and he
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was apparently unable to locate any original GLO monuments still in existence anywhere around that
section. The closest GLO monuments that were evidently known to him were those on the south line of
Section 28, so he commenced his survey from those points, running a line northward from each of them
all the way to the north line of the township. In the course of running those 10 miles of line, he encountered numerous survey monuments of unknown origin, and many improvements to the land as well, such
as roads and fences, but he deemed none of the objects that he found along his way to be acceptable evidence of the original GLO survey, so he set new corners at his own measured locations throughout the
area covered by his survey. All of the corners set by Dixon were 100 to 200 feet north of the existing
improvements that had long been presumed by the all of the people of the township to have been constructed in accord with the original GLO monumentation of the area. Whether or not any of the monuments set by Dixon were actually used by anyone for any purpose, and how long they survived, are both
unknown.
1894 to 1906 – Another resurvey involving Section 16 was subsequently done, at an unspecified date
during this period by Smith, who may have been unaware of the survey work done by Dixon, or he may
have knowingly rejected it. Just how far the survey conducted by Smith extended is unknown, but he
reset the east quarter corner of Section 16 in the center of the existing road and the west quarter corner
of that section about 5 feet north of the center of that road. Also at unspecified times during this period,
the NE1/4 of the SW1/4 of that section was acquired by Bridenbaugh and the SE1/4 of the NW1/4 was
acquired by Bryant. What actual use these two men made of their respective tracts, if any, is unknown,
but they had both apparently acquired their properties under the general impression that the existing road
represented at least the approximate location of their mutual boundary, and there is no indication that
Bridenbaugh ever used any land lying north of the roadway. Subsequently, Bridenbaugh evidently either
found the quarter corner monuments that had been set north of the road by Dixon, or he may have obtained a drawing of the Dixon survey, and on the basis of that information, he apparently took the position that he owned the land between the road and the Dixon quarter section line. The Smith survey may
or may not have been ordered by Bryant, as a response to Bridenbaugh's claim, but if it was not done
expressly for Bryant he somehow learned about it, and he evidently informed Bridenbaugh that the
Dixon corners were incorrect, based upon the Smith survey. Bridenbaugh was thus left with no alternative but to file an action against Bryant, seeking to have the Dixon survey declared to be superior to the
Smith survey.

Bridenbaugh simply argued that the Dixon survey had been correctly done, and that since it had
been done by the county surveyor he was entitled to rely fully upon it, so the Smith survey, having not
been done by a county surveyor, was clearly wrong and held no legitimacy or legal significance. Bryant argued that the Dixon survey had disregarded valid original boundary evidence, and was therefore
of no value, while maintaining that the Smith survey had properly restored the original location of each
of the two quarter corners in dispute. Upon evaluating the evidence utilized in both surveys, the trial
court held that the Smith survey had properly employed the best evidence of the original locations of
the disputed quarter corners, so it was deemed to be the superior survey of the two that had been presented for consideration, thus invalidating Bridenbaugh's assertion of ownership relating to any land
north of the road.
The Court referenced few details of the two competing surveys, giving no indication that Smith
had found any GLO monuments, and making no suggestion that Dixon's measurements were faulty or
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

incorrect in any way, focusing instead upon the differing judgment that had been exercised by each surveyor. The Court also said nothing to indicate that land owners have any right to rely on surveys conducted by county surveyors, quite the contrary in fact, the position taken on this occasion by the Court
was riveted upon the original right of reliance held by all entrymen, who were both authorized and expected to respect and to adopt all GLO monumentation, regardless of it's location and without question.
The premise that monuments which do not match the calls of the GLO field notes will be presumed to
be valid perpetuations of original monuments, once relied upon, formed the foundation of the Court's
decision here, as several witnesses testified that the local improvements had all been built to monuments which had been accepted as marking authentic original corner locations. The roads, fences and
other improvements made along PLSS lines in the relevant area were also treated by the Court as valid
boundary evidence, under the legal presumption that the settlers had acted in good faith when locating
their land and marking their boundaries, making all such objects accurate pointers to the location of any
missing original monuments. Dixon's mistake was his notion that it was his duty to treat all monuments
which he found out of position as worthless, to deem all such corners to be lost, and to independently
lay out new monumentation, based upon the dimensions specified on the GLO plat and in the GLO
field notes, since in reality the corners at issue were not lost at all, in fact they had been very well perpetuated by the physical objects which were erected in the course of the development of the land itself.
Because he had erroneously bypassed and dismissed the truly superior evidence of the original corner
locations, and mistakenly relied instead solely upon the weakest form of evidence, which was the documentation of the original GLO survey, the Court recognized, Dixon's work was without value and
could not control the location of any land rights. The work of Smith on the other hand, prevailed because he was open to accepting all forms of boundary evidence, and he correctly understood that physical and testimonial evidence is fundamentally superior to documentary evidence, such as dimensions of
record. Thus he properly recognized the road itself as the best evidence of the original location of the
disputed quarter section line, and he correctly relied upon the testimony of local settlers who informed
him that it had been built upon that line, making the road itself a valid and controlling perpetuation of
the original GLO monumentation. Concluding by quoting in part from the work of widely renowned
Chief Justice Cooley of Michigan, with regard to what represents the best evidence of corners or lines
that have become obscured or obliterated over time, the Court expressed it's full agreement with the
lower court's decision upon the relative merits of the two resurveys in question, thus fully upholding
the lower court ruling in favor of Bryant:
“... In 1893 .... the county surveyor, Dixon, undertook to survey ... he proceeded to place new
monuments according to the regular method of re-establishing lost corners ... this survey resulted in locating all the parallel boundary lines in the north part of the township ... north of the
fences, roads, and lines according to which the country had been settled and improved ...
Smith ... recognized as government corners the monuments ... disregarded by Dixon ... the
Dixon survey is wrong, and the Smith survey correctly fixes the boundary ... the monuments
recognized by Smith in making his survey mark the true location of the original government
monuments ... the survey of Dixon was wrong and should be disregarded ... all the corners recognized in the Smith survey marked the site of the original corners ... the locality from the south
line of Section 16 to the north boundary of the township had been settled, lands cultivated, and
roads and fences built according to the boundaries indicated by these corners ... these monuments would need to be moved ... in order to check with the distances given in the field notes ...
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the survey of Dixon discovers no trace of any original monuments at any of the places in which
it established corners ... the township would have to be materially moved to coincide with the
Dixon survey ... monuments ... were out of harmony with the field notes ... that all monuments
in a locality owned by many different proprietors, on a half dozen parallel lines, should be
moved ... is incredible ... the plaintiff ... argues that such recognition of these monuments cannot
estop the plaintiff, nor can the plaintiff be held to acquiesce in acts to which he was not a
party ... recognition of these monuments ... is not acquiescence or estoppel ... it is admissible as
a fact tending to show that the monuments in dispute are the true corners as originally marked
upon the ground ... the fact that such boundaries, so fixed, coincide with the old, defaced and
uncertain monuments, tends to prove their genuine character ... a supposed boundary line, long
acquiesced in, is better evidence of where the real line should be than any survey made after the
original monuments have disappeared.”

This decision of the Court strongly emphasizes the importance of utilizing all potentially original
physical boundary evidence, as the Court expressly criticized Dixon's decision to set new monuments
in locations where nothing indicated that any monument had ever existed, driving home the essential
point that no retracing surveyor has any authority to relocate any existing boundaries. This vital principle, holding that measurements are the weakest form of boundary evidence, therefore they do not form
a valid basis upon which a subsequent surveyor can establish independent boundaries, without regard
to any reliance that has been made upon original monumentation, was also the decisive factor in other
cases of this time period, such as Hurn v Alter and Shaffer v Murray (1907). The situation presented in
those twin cases, which related to the same property and were thus decided together, just a few months
after the Bridenbaugh case, again brought two resurveys of the same section into direct contention with
one another. In that scenario, a certain Section 10 that had been created by the GLO in 1871, was subdivided by a county surveyor just 4 years later in 1875, at which time he found all 4 original quarter
corners, and the quarter lines run by him were then fenced. In 1901 however, another county surveyor,
when summoned to resurvey the same section, upon finding none of the original quarter corners, declined to accept the 1875 quarter line fences as legitimate boundary evidence, and instead reset all 4
quarter corners in conflicting measured positions. Again the Court confirmed the validity of the lower
court ruling, finding that the 1901 resurvey, which had ignored the controlling physical boundary evidence and testimony, had been erroneously executed and could not control, because it "would result in
moving the boundaries" which had clearly been established in accord with original monumentation,
accepting the fences as the controlling evidence of the 4 quarter corner locations. Yet another measurement based survey was struck down in Bock v Porterfield (1908) a case in which the east quarter corner of a certain presumably typical Section 8 was in controversy. In that instance, just as in the prior
cases, a resurvey was done, at an unspecified time, by an unspecified county surveyor, which resulted
in the relocation of that quarter corner, from the locally accepted position which it had long occupied,
to a measured location of record, that was supported by no physical evidence whatsoever. Former land
owners testified to having seen the original quarter corner monument at the long established corner location, leading the Court to stipulate once again that measurements reported in GLO field notes should
be given only such weight as they have been shown to deserve "according to the general experience of
mankind", which in the eyes of the Court was very little weight indeed. In so ruling, the Court also reiterated it's mandate that county surveyors are not to reset PLSS corners "where they should have been",
as indicated by dimensions of record, thereby reminding them that they have no authority to ignore or
dismiss original boundary evidence, in whatever form it may appear, on the mere basis of the sur(Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

veyor's own preference for documentary evidence. Thus the Court had poignantly clarified that even
the work of county surveyors is not controlling, when it stands in derogation of valid original boundary
evidence, and that documentary evidence is secondary in nature, thereby negating some of the unwisely
chosen judicial language implying the contrary, which had appeared in earlier cases.

This article represents a portion of a book written in 2013 for professional land surveyors. The complete book is available from the Nebraska State Historical Society Library or free of charge upon request directly from the author (bportwood@mindspring.com).
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Summary of September 8, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting
(Subject to approval by the Board of Directors)

The PSAN Board of Directors Meeting was on September 8, 2017. If you would like a copy of the minutes, please contact either PSAN President Dan Martinez or the Administrative Secretary Connie Arnold.
The next meeting is planned for December 8, 2017.
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Digital Data Transmission - Security & Safeguards
by
Knud E. Hermansen* & Carlton Brown**

There are few surveying and engineering firms that have not had to transmit or been asked to transfer
surveying and engineering data in electronic format. The requests for electronic surveying documents
rather than paper documents are expected to grow.
Many procedures employed by a firm to insure data accuracy and integrity using paper documents are
now outdated in the digital age. In this age of data transmission, illicit data swapping, data alteration,
and even entire counterfeit digital documents can be produced without easy detection. Image-editing
tools can make pixel by pixel changes that alter the font, color, intensity, size, shape, and placement
information without visual recognition. Accordingly, new procedures must be considered and employed.
Any procedure for the transmittal of digital data should address four aspects: 1) authentication, 2) data
integrity, and 3) end-to-end accountability, and 2) fraud prevention or detection of fraud.
Authentication addresses whether the document is genuine. Previously, the use of a watermark on paper, seal, signature, etc. was used to authenticate the document issued by the surveyor or engineer
(though not necessarily the contents of the document). Thus a plan that contained a seal and signature
of the professional issued in the stream of commerce could be relied upon. The presence of the seal and
signature provided authentication to the reliant party that the source of the plan was a professional.
While a seal and signature can be used to authenticate a document’s source, the seal and signature does
not address data integrity. Data integrity deals with the validity of the data within the document. For
example, were the format, color, lines or words within the document added or altered after leaving the
creator’s possession but before being used by a reliant party (e.g., public). In the past, the difficulty of
alteration without removing or defacing the signature and seal made authenticity and data integrity almost synonymous. This is not true anymore.
End-to-end accountability addresses the ability of both the sender and user to guard against unauthorized modifications or additions to the digital data. In the past, end-to-end accountability was assuaged
by use of the United States Postal Service. While there are numerous examples of postal service misfeasance, the number of problems were so low as to give both the sender and receiver considerable
comfort. Now, data is sent through numerous routers and third parties. Data corruption occurs along
with viruses, worms, and trojan horses that can attach to the file and infect computers and systems. Fortunately, this problem is being addressed by inexpensive anti-virus software, firewalls, etc.
Finally, fraud detection or prevention deals with both making it difficult to perpetuate fraud on the one
hand, and easing its detection if fraud is present on the other hand. In the past, the high cost of printing
or skill of the forger made undetectable fraud unlikely. Now, the availability of inexpensive software
that does pixel by pixel changes has made undetectable fraud likely.
Accordingly, a procedure for the transmittal of digital data should address three concerns (assuming the
professional and user have anti-virus software and firewalls): 1) assurance of the unaltered substance of
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the document; 2) the authenticity of the sender; and 3) the inability or impracticability of falsifying or
altering the contents without detection.
There are several procedures and techniques that are available to the surveyor and engineer to deal with
one or more of these concerns.
Imbedded Information - Historically a watermark, seal, or signature was used to authenticate a document. Only the sender had the paper, seal, or unique signature. (For a watermark detection, a reader
would hold the paper up to a light source to view the watermark in order to authenticate the document.)
Rather than imbed a logo in the paper fabric, digital imbedding places security identifiers in the data
that are unique to the sender and vary with the digital document (i.e., digital watermarking). Digital
watermarking injects information within the transferred document that is read by security software. The
digital watermarking often consists of imperceptible or unnoticeable vectors within the digital elements
found throughout the document or sometimes concentrated within a decorative motif. In other words, it
may be in the form of pseudo-random digital noise in the data or part of a decorative element. In any
event the code, wherever found can only be detected and decoded by special software. The content of
the motif or the aggregate of the imperceptible changes can only be detected and read by the receiver’s
software. The software will verify the authenticity of the document and identity of the sender, thereby
making alterations detectible to the user. Even if a forger is aware that imbedded information exists,
there is little likelihood the forger can identify the code or how to vary the code to match the changes
that have been made by illicit actions. Using a simplified example, an imbedded digital code attached
within this article may contain the word or letter count for the entire document. If the end user’s count
of the words or letters in the document they have received does not match the word or letter count
within the imbedded code, the user can presume alterations have been made.
Imbedded digital codes have the advantage of allowing the receiver to authenticate the document, provide a forensic analysis if the document has been altered, and determine the identity of the issuer by the
contents within the imbedded information. The disadvantage of imbedded information is that the
sender and receiver must have the appropriate hardware and software to make and interpret the imbedded information. For additional information about imbedded digital information, the reader can view
websites of some of the companies that use this technology: www.digimarc.com,
http://www.enseal.co.uk, http://www.mediasec.com,
Digital Signatures - Digital signatures are a form of cryptography (transforming messages into seemingly random forms of data and back to the original form again). Digital signatures have two different
keys: 1) private and 2) public. The private key is generated by software in the possession of the sender.
The public key is used in software in the possession of the receiver that interprets the encrypted message. The private key turns the data into seemingly unintelligible form during transmission, while the
public key turns the unintelligible form back into readable form. The public key can be sent to the end
user or published on an on-line repository usually maintained by a trustworthy third party. A simplistic
example would be for the sender’s private key to be a series of numbers or code that generate the number 13. The public key would be the number 13. If the sender’s document did not generate the number
(Continued on page 14)
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13, it could not have been sent by the proper party.
Fixed Format - Probably the most common manner of secure digital transmission is done by fixing the
form of the data into a proprietary format. Adobe Acrobat is probably the most widely recognized proprietary format for transmission of digital data. In the case of Adobe Acrobat, fixing the format of the
data requires the purchase of proprietary software. On the other hand, reading the proprietary format is
done by a free reader available to anyone for downloading.
Summary - Surveyors and engineers that are sending digital information should consider adopting
some of the software safeguards outlined in this article. Commercial software is available that not only
fixes the format but provides digital signatures and other security measures that can be employed in
digital document transfer.

*Knud E. Hermansen is a professional land surveyor, professional engineer, and attorney at law. He is
a professor in the College of Engineering at the University of Maine.
**Carlton Brown is a professional land surveyor and professional engineer. He is an assistant professor
in the College of Engineering at the University of Maine.
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LINCOLN THE SURVEYOR
by Carl Sandburg
In the fall of 1833 came Abraham Lincoln’s entry into the most highly technical and responsible work
he had known. Writing of it later, he said, "The Surveyor of Sangamon [County] offered to depute to
A[braham] that portion of his work which was within his part of the county. He accepted, procured a
compass and chain, studied Flint, and Gibson a little, and went at it. This procured bread and kept soul
and body together." There were farm sections, roads and towns needing their boundary lines marked
clear and beyond doubt on maps - more than the county surveyor, John Calhoun, could handle. On the
suggestion of Pollard Simmons, a farmer and Democratic politician living near New Salem, Calhoun, a
Jackson Democrat, appointed Lincoln, who went 18 miles to Springfield to make sure he wasn’t tied up
politically and could speak as he pleased.
Then for six weeks, daytime and often all of nighttime, he had his head deep in Gibson’s Theory and
Practice of Surveying and Flint’s Treatise on Geometry, Trigonometry and Rectangular Surveying.
From decimal fractions one book ran on onto logarithms, the use of mathematical instruments, operating the chain, circumferentor, surveying by intersections, changing the scale of maps, leveling, methods for mensuration of areas. Many nights, said Mentor Graham’s daughter, she woke at midnight to
see Lincoln and her father by the fire, figuring and explaining, her mother sometimes bringing fresh
firewood for better lighting. On some nights he worked alone till daylight and it wore him down. He
was fagged, and friends said he looked like a hard drinker after a two weeks’ spree. Good people said,
"You’re killing yourself."
In six weeks, however, he had mastered his books, and Calhoun put him to work on the north end of
Sangamon County. The open air and sun helped as he worked in the field and timberland with compass
and measurements. His pay was $2.50 for "establishing" a quarter section of land, $2.00 for a halfquarter, 25 cents to 37 1/2 cents for small town lots. He surveyed the towns of Petersburg, Bath, New
Boston, Albany, Huron, and others. He surveyed roads, school sections, pieces of farm land from fouracre plots to 160-acre farms. His surveys became known for care and accuracy and he was called on to
settle boundary disputes. In Petersburg, however, he laid out one street crooked. Running it straight and
regular, it would have put the house of Jemima Elmore and her family into the street. Lincoln knew her
to be working a small farm with her children and she was the widow of Private Travice Elmore, honorable in service in Lincoln’s company in the Black Hawk War.
For his surveying trips he had bought a horse, saddle and bridle from William Watkins for $57.886,
and for nonpayment Watkins on April 26, 1834, got judgement in court and levied on Lincoln’s personal possessions. It looked as though he would lose his surveying instruments. Then Bill Green
showed up and turned in a horse on the Watkins judgment - and James Short came from Sand Ridge to
the auction Lincoln was too sad to attend and bid in the saddle, bridle, compass and other surveying
instruments. When Short brought them to Lincoln it hit him as another surprise in his young life. Short
liked Lincoln as a serious student, a pleasant joker, and said that on the farm "he husks two loads of
corn to my one."’
- Carl Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln: The Prairie Years and The War Years (New York, 1926), p. 44-46.
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Historic Maps of Nebraska
“Ghost Counties” in Western Nebraska
By Sandy Maillie
In 1867, G.W. & C. B. Colton and Company of New York published Colton’s Township Map of the
State of Nebraska, and if you look at the Southwest corner of the state, it shows 6 counties that you
may not have known existed. The counties of Lyon, Taylor, Monroe, Harrison, Jackson, and Grant
were created by the 12th Territorial Legislature (H.R. 104). This bill was passed on February 18, 1867
and was given to Governor Alvin Saunders for his signature.
The details in the bill are:
Harrison County – “All that part of the Territory of Nebraska lying within the following lines, beginning where the west line of Dawson County intersects the 41° N. Latitude and north along the west line of said Dawson County to 42° N. Latitude, thence
west to the 101° W. Longitude, thence South to the 41° N. Latitude, thence east to the
place of beginning”; Monroe County – “All that portion of the Territory lying between
41° and 42° N. Latitude and 101° and 102° W. Longitude”; Taylor County – “All that
portion of the Territory lying between 41° and 42° N. Latitude and 102° and 103° W.
Longitude”; Lyon County – “All
that portion of the Territory lying
between 41° and 42° N. Latitude and
103° and 104° W. Longitude”; Jackson County – “All that portion of
the Territory lying between 40° and
41° N. Latitude and 101° and 102°
W. Longitude”; Grant County –
All that portion of the Territory lying between 100° 10’ W. Longitude,
which is hereby defined to the west
line of Lincoln County, and the 101°
W. Longitude and the 40° N. Latitude and the Southern boundary of
Dawson County and the 41° N. Latitude”.
Information is from
“Mapping Nebraska, 1866-1871:
County Boundaries, Real and Imagined”, Brian P Croft, Nebraska History 95 (2014)

Part of Colton’s Township Map of the State of Nebraska,
published in 1867 by G.W. & C.B. Colton and Company, that
first showed the counties of Lyon, Taylor, Monroe, Harrison,
Grant and Jackson that never legally existed. Map courtesy
of the Library of Congress.
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Here’s where the problem lies – H.R. 104
was never signed into law by Governor Alvin Saunders. There are many reasons why
he didn’t sign the bill – since February 18
was the last day of the session, he probably
didn’t have time to send it back to the legislature if he had any objections or because
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there were disputes over the western boundary of Lincoln County, which would also have been the
eastern boundary of Grant County, he didn’t want to lay out any new counties until these disputes were
settled. At the time that H.R. 104 was passed by the Territorial Legislature, this part of Nebraska was
very sparsely populated and the government had not surveyed this area past the 100th Meridian. For
some reason, G.W. & C. B. Colton and Company (who probably had a representative in the Territorial
executive office), received the information and went to press before they realized that the governor had
not signed the bill. After they realized the mistake, you would think that they would correct their map/
atlas, but this was not corrected until 1874 on their map titled Colton’s Nebraska. While the Colton’s
maps showed these counties during the years of 1867 to 1874, there were several other publishers also
showing them on their maps. These publishers included S.A. Mitchell, Rufus Blanchard, A.J. Johnson,
and George F. Cram & Company to name a few. Many of these publishers got their information from
Colton’s Township Map of the state of Nebraska in 1867 only and did not do any further checking to
see if the information was accurate. At this time, the Territorial and State legislatures were passing
many bills that created new counties and changed either the boundaries or names of existing counties,
so the publishers were just trying to keep up with this information. A rule of thumb by some map publishers was that if they had no accurate information regarding an area of the map, they were supposed
to leave the area empty, but many other map publishers did not follow this rule, with the result that
there were many maps that had inaccurate information on them.

Colton’s Nebraska, published in 1874 by G.W. & C.B. Colton and Company, which finally corrected
the counties after 7 years. Map courtesy of the David Rumsey Historical Map Collection.
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2018 Winter Convention
February 8-9, 2018
Holiday Inn & Convention Center
Kearney, Nebraska
Hosts: Trenton Snow & Jeremy Feusner

2019 Winter Convention
Host: John Berry
York, Nebraska
2019 Summer Seminar
Host: looking for a volunteer

2018 Summer Seminar
Host: Matt Tinkham
Omaha, Nebraska
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Support PSAN Sustaining Members
A&D Technical Supply
4320 S. 89th Street
Omaha, NE 68127
Phone:402-592-4950 or 800-228-2753 (Omaha)
Phone: 402-474-5454 or 855-780-7977 (Lincoln)
Website: www.ADTechsupply.com
Berntsen Int., Inc.
5418 Monument Lane, P.O. Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708-8670
Phone: 800-518-0934
Website: www.berntsen.com
Carlson Software
102 W. 2nd Street
Maysville, KY 41056
Phone: 800-989-5028 or 606-564-5028
Website: www.carlsonsw.com
GeoMax US
2202 Redmond Road
Jacksonville, AR 72076
Phone: 501-983-2023 or 800-643-9696
Website: www.geomax-positioning.com
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Klein Survey Systems
1211 N. 10th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508-1126
Phone: 800-822-2711
Seiler Instrument
3433 Tree Court Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63122
6522 So. 118th Street
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-651-9735
E-mail: solutions@seilerinst.com
Terrametrix LLC
4852 S. 133rd Street, Ste. 105
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-618-1099
Transit Works
6000 S. 58th Street, Ste. A
Lincoln, NE 68516
Phone: 402-421-6100
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All correspondence to:
Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska
813 Marian Rose Ave.
Herman, NE 68029-4055
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